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A B S T R A C T   

In the last years, serious games have been successfully exploited in different areas. However, in spite of the 
powerful tool that this kind of video games has proved to be in the classroom, a few methodological efforts have 
been conducted in order to involve pedagogues or educators in the design loop of these games or, one step 
further, include students in the co-design process to promote learning through design as a context. With this 
objective, this paper presents a set of metamodels that could facilitate the conceptual design of this type of 
games. To this end, a complete graphical notation based on the UML standard (with adaptations) is defined for 
representing the components of this type of games; having in mind to improve the collaboration between the 
team of educators/students and the technical team during the design process. Finally, the design diagrams 
defined during the production of a specific serious game, titled Uranus, are illustrated, in order to show the 
feasibility of the proposal. In addition, a validation experience was conducted with educators and computer 
engineering students in order to test the value of the proposed graphic notation to design educational games.   

1. Introduction 

Nowadays the world of video games is one of the biggest entertain-
ment industries and its growth will be increased in the next years, ac-
cording to several market analyses [21]. This success is mainly due to its 
visual and interactive richness, which enables multiple ways of enter-
tainment. In the same way, among the possibilities that digital games 
offer, serious games are an option that is growing in popularity [37]. 
Although, there is not a unique definition for serious game, sixteen years 
ago Zyda [59] and Michael and Chen [41] formalized the concept of this 
kind of games, followed by many others [1,39,57], and all these defi-
nitions agree on the term ‘serious’ refers to the purpose of the game and 
not to its contents (plot, characters, challenges, etc.). Thus, a serious 
game can be defined as a type of game in which the main objective is the 
player to get a true profit, further than just to have fun. Indeed, the 
enjoyment is used as a mean to obtain this benefit, which is normally 
focused on health or education [32] (among others application areas). 

Precisely, there are many studies that highlight the benefits of using 
serious games in the classroom [27,49,32] as they aid to improve the 
spatial abilities, promote interactive learning, motivate learning 
through challenge or, even, can act as simulators (players can practice 
without real consequences). Due to these reasons, education is one of the 
most prolific areas of application of serious games [20,26,28] and the 
domain of interest of this work. Accordingly, the goal of this work is to 
facilitate the design of game-based systems, integrating non-technical 
personnel such as educators in the team, to create effective games that 
help students raise their own knowledge from the playing experience, 
given them the responsibility of solving a series of tasks in an effective 
way to progress in the game (and, consequently, in their learning). 

At this point, the difficulty of developing educational games appli-
cations is an undisputed fact. When designing an educational game there 
are an abundance of design decisions that must be performed (platform, 
deployment, narrative, interaction, adaptation, evaluation, etc.) 
[15,40]. Oftentimes, these decisions are made unconsciously, in an 
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inappropriate order and they are not reflected anywhere. However, it 
would be better if these design decisions were consciously contemplated 
[9]. In this line, a software engineering methodological approach offers 
a framework to organize and document the enormous diversity of design 
alternatives that should be considered during the creation of the 
educational game. Game design is not a science, but common elements 
exist for each game and having a methodology that anticipates the steps 
of the game’s life cycle simplifies the task [8]. Thus, the use of a design 
methodology is recommended to perform a complete analysis so that no 
aspect is omitted in the solution, and to reduce the video game designing 
difficulty, considering that this difficulty is increased in the case of 
educational serious games [2,30]. Additionally, this design involves a 
multidisciplinary approach [35] and the complexity of managing a 
multidisciplinary team to develop the game [24], it is added the ne-
cessity of working with a team of stakeholders in the serious topic (for 
example, educators and students in educational games). In addition, a 
methodology could ensure compliance with a set of desirable design 
principles, getting a better ludic-educational balance. 

On the other hand, at the methodological level, the game genre de-
termines the procedure for generating the product, as well as the role 
that the members of the team must play to conduct their tasks; existing a 
clear correspondence between the game genre and these characteristics 
[48]. For this reason, the work in each iteration, phase or activity 
defined in the game’s design methodology must be described according 
to its genre. In addition, the game genre must be aligned with the target 
concepts and their associated teaching methods [2]. Hence, due to its 
flexibility and extensive use of narrative, the graphic adventure seems to 
be one of the most adequate genres to address the creation of educa-
tional games [42,56] and its special characteristics must be considered 
in the methodological approach to generate educational serious games. 
However, in spite of the popularity of educational games and the ben-
efits they offer, especially the educative graphic adventures, there are 
not many contributions focused on the development of a specific design 
methodology for this type of serious games [12]. With this aim, in [12] 
authors proposed a design methodology specific for adventure-based 
educational games, where a graphic notation was suggested to reduce 
the ‘communication barrier’ than often exists between the educationist 
and technical teams. Subsequently, authors matured the idea of using 
UML [55] to model the educational adventure and in [14] a corre-
spondence between the elements defined in the proposed design meth-
odology and the UML diagrams more appropriated to their 
representation was outlined. Nevertheless, the application of that pro-
posal to a broader base of games revealed the need to adapt and extend 
the original UML to accommodate the special characteristics of the 
educational games. As a result, a new graphic notation based on UML 
has been defined, which is presented and formalized for the first time in 
this article. 

Thus, the main contribution of this work is to propose a graphic 
notation language, based on UML, to assist the design of adventure- 
based educational games. The principal advantage of choosing this 
language over other graphical notations is that it is simple, popular and 
easy to use. UML is a standardized language that could be understood by 
everyone and it is also based on graphics which simplifies the task of the 
user [23]. Therefore, it can enable a co-design procedure, carried out by 
a multidisciplinary team. UML can be an adequate instrument to help 
programmers and analysts to ’speak’ the same language as educators/ 
students or people unfamiliar with software engineering [50]. This is 
also supported by the conclusions reached by [18], where nearly 200 
software professionals and their customers were surveyed; concluding 
that “UML should not be considered exclusively as a language for soft-
ware professionals” and evidencing that its use is not only for software 
engineering. 

For all the above, the UML-based graphic notation proposed to model 
adventure-based educational games could be used to involve educators 
and students in the game design; what is necessary to get the game to 
provide students with opportunities to build their own understanding 

instead of only embedding lessons. In fact, this integration of educators 
and students in the design process enables both instructional (students 
use the game) and constructivist (students make the game) learning 
models [33], allowing to exploit the computational thinking in educa-
tion [36]. In order to facilitate the interpretation of it, the notation has 
been defined at a syntactic and semantic level and enriched with met-
amodels that make explicit the structural elements that make up the 
game and its relationships. In addition to the proposed graphic notation 
(main contribution of this work), other contributions of the work are the 
methodological approach to apply the notation, the use of a use case that 
illustrates the application of the notation and a validation experience 
conducted with educators and students to evaluate the understanding 
and usability of it. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes 
related works studying other graphical approaches to the design of 
serious games, mainly educational games. Section 3 details the proposed 
graphical notation. It also describes, as a use case, its application to the 
design phase of a real educational game. Section 4 presents the valida-
tion of the usability of the proposal, which has been evaluated by edu-
cators and computer engineering students. Finally, in Section 5 the main 
conclusions, implications, limitations and future lines of the work are 
stated. 

2. Related work 

It’s nothing new that more and more educators are betting on using 
serious educational games. “Games expose players to deeply engaging, 
visually dynamic, rapidly pacer, and highly gratifying pictorial experi-
ences that make almost any sort of conventional schoolwork seem 
boring by comparison [22].” One step further, some authors argue that 
for a successful integration of this technology in the classroom, the 
convergence of three types of knowledge is necessary: content knowl-
edge, pedagogical knowledge and technological knowledge. Educators 
(also named pedagogues) already possess the two types of knowledge; 
therefore, if the technological barrier is reduced, they could have great 
potential to create their own educational games. According to it, in [4] 
an experience was conducted, where a set of educators created their own 
games assisted by a software tool (after a process of technological for-
mation). During this task, they followed a simple process that began by 
identifying the topic for the game and followed with the definition of the 
flow of events, the narrative and the characters to generate storyboards 
that were the basis for implementing the game. The educators acted as 
alpha and beta testers [29], but “overtime game development for these 
educators became cumbersome”. 

Still further, some authors propose that, according to a constructivist 
approach [44], the students themselves are who design the educational 
game to improve their own knowledge and create new cognitive re-
lationships by connecting a new experience to a prior experience. That 
is, “making games for learning instead of playing games for learning” 
[34]. With this aim, in [5] an incremental model with six layers is 
proposed. Each layer deals with a conceptual element related to the 
design of the educational game: identity, immersion, interactivity, 
increasing complexity, informed teaching and instructional. From a 
software engineering perspective, these frameworks are insufficient 
since they move in a conceptual plane rather than at a level of technical 
design or production. But the experiences where educators and students 
collaborate to create games [38] serve to support the thesis that the 
design and creation of educational video games is not an exclusive 
competence of engineers and that the existence of specific methodolo-
gies for educational video games that facilitate the integration of the 
non-technical team is a necessity. 

On the other hand, UML is a general-purpose language for specifying 
and visualizing complex software by means of graphic notations, which 
has widely proven to be valid for large projects [47]. UML is a most-used 
and flexible language where you need to know only the part of the 
language that you are using; it is not necessary to learn a formal notation 
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and the complexity is ascending [23]. Therefore, as argued in the 
introduction, it has demonstrated its feasibility to be used by technical 
personnel and also by non-technical personnel (such as educators and 
students in educational video games). In addition, the benefits of using 
UML to model games have been previously stablished by other authors 
[17,7,23,3]. However, there are not many studies in the scientific 
literature describing a systematic and comprehensive methodology for 
developing educational games, and even there are fewer works using 
UML or other graphic notation as a tool to facilitate the complete design 
of the adventure-based educational game, which is the intention of the 
present proposal. To illustrate this statement, the main related works 
using UML to model games are analysed below. 

The reviewed works have been classified in three categories: UML to 
describe the game architecture, UML to model the game requirements 
and UML to model the game elements. None of the works revised uses 
UML to create and document the structural design of the complete game, 
which is precisely the contribution of this work: a set of UML-based 
metamodels and graphical notations to generate the set of game’s 
structural diagrams, which will be obtained during the design process 
according to a methodological approach for educational games. Due to 
the special characteristics of the educational game, our proposal re-
quires adapting UML to be more expressive. This is also a differentiating 
feature of our work compared to most of the reviewed works where UML 
is applied to model the game (like any other software system) without 
adaptations for games. Other differentiation is that our proposal 
explicitly defines the association between educational competencies and 
game elements (scenes, actions/dialogues, etc.). 

In the line of the first category, Hu’s work [30] defined a general 
architecture for educational games (EGA, Educational Game Architec-
ture), focusing on the genre of adventure (Sim-Eduventure). This pro-
posal used UML to describe the architecture, which is basically divided 
into four subsystems: subject, activities, tasks and feedback. This high- 
level architecture intended to serve as a guideline for all the stake-
holders in the development of an educational game. However, the work 
did not define the game design process itself whereas our approach also 
clarifies the design steps (design of acts, design of scenes, design of 
scenarios, etc.). Following this architecture-based proposal, Amaral 
et al. [2] applied EGA to a different genre: strategy and simulation. Thus, 
it was necessary to modify the initial EGA architecture to adapt it to the 
new genre; specifically, they changed the Game Flow or Game Cycle 
[25]. In the same line, a later proposed architecture was used to develop 
a simulation video game, Rural Management. 

According to the second category, Cooper and Longstreet [10] pro-
posed the use of UML to model the requirements of a serious educational 
game. To this end, they first divided the video game into acts (a game 
has one or more acts), scenes (an act has one or more scenes), screens (a 
scene has one or more screens) and challenges (a screen has associated 
an optional challenge); and then, they applied an adaptation of use cases 
and tabular specification templates to model every act of the video 
game. Their main contribution is the creation of a tool, named SimSYS, 
which allows loading a XML file to test the design game [11]. This is very 
interesting for video games that are not of a large wingspan (not very 
complex in story/acts), as it permits going through three steps: (1) an 
informal stage, where basically the narrative and the storyboard are 
included, (2) a semi-formal step, where the requirements are specified in 
UML, and (3) a formal phase, in which the XML is obtained from UML 
(tailored UML Use Case). This XML can be loaded into their own game 
engine, SimSYS. The authors applied the proposed notation to the design 
of a particular serious game, as a test of its utility and value. This work 
has several points in common with the proposal made in this article (for 
example, the structuration of the game in acts and scenes); however, it 
operates with a different abstraction level, since it was focused on the 
requirements analysis rather than on the design phase. In addition, they 
only used the UML use cases, restricting the UML’s potential to represent 
other aspects of the game, such as certain actions and dialogues. 

On the other hand, in [6] it is proposed to use the methodology MDA 

(Model-Driven Architecture) [43] to create a metamodel, based on the 
standard e-learning IMS-LD [31], to integrate serious games and e- 
learning environments. Additionally, the metamodel was implemented 
using an authoring tool, which allows the educators to define models 
that represent their requirements. Although this approach has some 
highlights aligned with this article, such as the facilitation of the 
communication between designers and educators, or the easy inclusion 
of the pedagogical and ludic aspects of the game, their model is also 
focused on the requirements phase. For its part, Dowd’s approach [19] 
recognized the importance of using UML and, particularly, building 
activity diagrams to improve the design of the initial stage of the serious 
game, using the CAT method (Creative Agents and Triggers) for the 
elicitation of game’s domain knowledge. CAT is not a methodological 
approach, although it aims to improve the communication during the 
design of serious games. However, there is no adaptation of UML and 
some important elements of the game such as the dialogues, characters 
or educational challenges are not considered. Additionally, this work 
differs from the objective outlined in our proposal because it did not 
focus on educational games. 

Finally, in the third category (where we work would be included), we 
can find a few works that model a specific genre of game to later facil-
itate the design of games of this type. For example, in Tlili et al. [54] a 
generic UML class diagram for educational role games is proposed, 
which is instantiated for three different games showing its feasibility. 
This model represents the main elements of role games (classes: char-
acter, mission, combat, etc.) and the game activities (association re-
lations: select, collect, win, etc.), being useful for those who wish to 
design a new game of this genre. Classes “Learner” and “Skills” are used 
in that class diagram to represent the educational component of the 
game. However, a correspondence between playful challenges and 
educational challenges/competences is not made explicit, nor the 
complete structure of the game is addressed. In the same line, Taylor 
et al. [53] did not either focus on educational games, but their proposal 
is very remarkable since it used UML and pseudocode to facilitate the 
design of video games, focusing on the game-flow inside the scenes to 
design computer game levels. The proposal uses game-flow diagrams 
(extending and adapting use-case diagrams), which show the game ob-
jects with which the game player’s character must interact. However, it 
does not contemplate the educational part of the game nor does it 
address the complete structural design of it. 

Thus, our work comes to fill the aforementioned gaps in the design of 
the educational serious games. To this end a graphical notation, which 
includes diagrams to generate and document the artefacts in the con-
ceptual design phase, is presented. These design artefacts, which are 
integrated in a methodology to design adventure-based educational 
games [13], are defined as an adaptation of UML diagrams and are based 
on a set of formal metamodels. The structure of the game is explicitly 
detailed in the models constructed according to these metamodels. The 
proposal ensures a balance between the ludic and educational parts, 
since it is possible to objectively measure the number of ludic and 
educational challenges. The diagrams are also used as a tool to facilitate 
the communication between all the stakeholders (clients, designers, 
programmers, analysts, and educators) involved in the development of 
an educational game. Consequently, the main research questions 
addressed in this work are four:  

(1) Is it possible to model the complete structure of an adventure- 
based video game using UML-based diagrams? I.e. is it possible 
to define appropriate diagrams for specifying the acts, scenes, and 
scenarios of an educational game, including actions and di-
alogues? This issue is important because getting the overview of 
the game is a vital design task to develop successful games.  

(2) Is it possible to include the educational purpose of the game in 
these UML-based diagrams to reflect the skills worked in the 
game actions? This is not a trivial goal either as many serious 
games do not have this necessary educational-ludic balance. 
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(3) Are the proposed diagrams usable and understandable for com-
puter engineers and educators? This issue is crucial to facilitate 
the co-design of the game.  

(4) Does the proposed approach present benefits against other UML- 
based notations to model educational video games? 

Through a real use case (questions 1 and 2) and a validation expe-
rience (questions 3 and 4), these research questions will be answered in 
the following sections of the paper, where the proposal is described and 
formalized. 

3. A graphical approach to design educational games 

In this section, we introduce an approach for the design of educa-
tional games (especially suitable for educational graphic adventures) 
which relays on a graphical notation. The design diagrams used to model 
the game are integrated within a complete methodology previously 
proposed in [13]). The methodology establishes a five-stage life cycle: 
startup (type of video game is defined), design, production (tasks of 
programming, modelling of characters, objects, and scenarios), test 
(evaluation) and post-production (patches and/or updates to improve 
the game). In addition, in order to support the phases of startup and 
design, a comprehensive taxonomy for serious games has been proposed 
in previous works [15]. In the current work, the authors present a set of 
UML-based diagrams which could be used in any design process of an 
educational game; that is, the proposed graphic notations pretend to be 
useful regardless of the methodology. 

With the spirit of facilitating the design of the game, the game is 
structured into acts, scenes, scenarios, actions and dialogues (theatrical 
metaphor of play) following a similar approach as Cooper and Long-
street [10]. Keeping in mind that structure, a set of graphic notations 
which adapt UML to fit educational video games is offered. From a 
higher to a lower level of abstraction, these artefacts (models and met-
amodels are: (a) the acts diagram, which shows all the acts in which a 
game is divided; (b) the scenes diagrams, a set of diagrams representing 
what happens inside each act (decomposed into scenes); (c) the sce-
narios diagrams, which present the transitions between the different 
places within each act, (d) the actions diagrams, which show all actions 
related to each of the scenes; and finally, (e) the dialogue diagrams, 
which specify the exchange of messages within each dialogue (being a 
dialogue a special type of action). It is worth mentioning that this 
structuration offers a cognitive structure that allows the integration of 
knowledge in an associative way, which means that the educational 
content is inserted into the plot and narrative of the game, so that it is 
easier to assimilate and fix it in the long term. The key elements sup-
porting the proposal were defined in [13]. 

Consequently, the proposed approach implies an incremental design 
of the adventure-based educational video game. This design is divided 
into seven phases as detailed in Fig. 1. The main artefacts generated in 
each phase are the models representing the acts, scenes, scenarios, ac-
tions and dialogues of the game, which will be specified by means of the 
UML-based diagrams presented in the next sections. 

Thus, authors formally define the graphic notation using UML met-
amodels that enables the syntactic and semantic correctness of models. 
According to the structure specified for the game, in first place, different 
UML metamodels were defined with its corresponding semantic 
description to support each design model (acts diagram, scenes diagram, 
etc.). In second place, authors have based the graphical notation on the 
UML standard so that the reader with UML experience can find them 
friendly. However, in some exceptional cases, it was required to perform 
some extensions, modifications and simplifications in order to adapt 
UML to educational concepts and vocabulary of the game. 

3.1. Use case 

Furtherly, as a case of study, authors will use the game titled Uranus: 

The invaders of Times to illustrate the application of the proposed graphic 
notation (research questions 1 and 2). This educational game was 
developed in 2017, and has a mobile version available for Android 
platform1 and other for PC.2 A team of researchers including some of the 
authors of the present work designed the game, which was developed by 
the Spanish company Greyman Studios. Authors modelled the complete 
structure of the video game (research question 1) using the proposed 
UML-based diagrams and they had no difficulties to represent the scenes 
or to include the educational component in them (research question 2). 
The effectiveness of the game was tested with a sample of 237 Spanish 
children, obtaining satisfactory results [58]. For example, an average 
value of 3.83 (out of 5) was obtained about the general satisfaction with 
the game (gameplay), only 24% participants identified some aspect to 
improve in the game and only 8% of the children detected the serious 
purpose of the game (ludic-educational balance). 

Uranus is a 2D adventure video game with a point & click interaction 
designed for practicing Spanish reading comprehension (for this reason, 
the entire narrative of the game is in Spanish language), having as target 
user children aged between 7 and 9 years. The game follows the story of 
a child on who it depends the future of planet Earth. In order to save the 
planet, the player must travel back in time and meet some historical 
characters (e.g. Cleopatra, Julius Caesar or Marco Polo) to get several 
objects of historical significance. Finally, the player must deliver these 
objects to the aliens of planet Uranus, for the aliens to clone the his-
torical characters through these objects instead of kidnapping them (as it 
was their intention). 

The game is divided in four periods, so the player must perform four 
time jumps: Ancient history, Middle ages, Modern history and 
Contemporary history (although currently not all periods are opera-
tional). Within each period, the player visits different locations (e.g. 
Egypt or Rome in the Middle ages) where he/she must overcome a lot of 
challenges of reading comprehension using resources such as inference 
or deduction. Everything that happens in one place, during a period, has 
been called a mini-story. Fig. 2 shows four screenshots of the game (mini- 
story of Rome). From left to right and top to bottom: the avatar (“Boy”) is 
speaking with an old man in the countryside (“Repair chariot” scene); he 
is trying to fix the chariot (“Repair chariot” scene); he is in prison with 
Julius Caesar (“Visit Julius Caesar in prison” scene); and he is in the 
Roman senate about to start talking with one of the senators (“Visit the 
Senate in search of Crassus and Pompey” scene). 

The educational key of this adventure is that during the game 
experience, the player is not a passive receiver of ready-made knowl-
edge, but builds his own knowledge by means of the resolution of 
problems, according with constructivist approaches defended by other 
authors [5]. In addition, the integration of the educational skills 
(including acquisition of knowledge) into ludic challenges makes stu-
dents not realize the learning embedded content, allowing them to 
connect and engage in an active and implicit process of learning. 

The following subsections present the different types of diagrams 
proposed for the design and modelling of educational games. Uranus’s 
design models instantiate the conceptual elements defined in the 
metamodels. 

3.2. Acts diagram 

The acts diagram represents the complete story of the game, which 
will be structured in acts, at the highest level of abstraction. This type of 
diagram is based on UML activity diagrams but with some adaptations 
(explained below) to facilitate the design of the adventure-based 
educational video game. 

1 https://apps.ugr.es/informacion/apps/invasores  
2 http://bios.ugr.es/~nmedina/ 
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3.2.1. Metamodel of the acts diagram 
Fig. 3 shows the metamodel of the acts diagram which describes the 

elements present in every acts diagram and the existing relationships 

between them. The representation of the metamodel is made using a 
UML class diagram, where there are five types of meaningful objects 
(classes, which are represented with rectangles): serious game, act, 

Fig. 1. Approach for the structural design of an adventure-based educational video game.  

Fig. 2. Screenshots of Uranus game.  
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transition, condition and synchronization; and three types of connexions 
between these classes of objects (relationships, which are represented 
with lines): aggregation (a serious game is composed by acts), heritage 
(a synchronization is a type of act) and associations (a serious game has 
an initial act and one or several final acts, a transition has an origin act 
and an target act, etc.). 

Semantic: An Act is defined as the highest-level element used to 
structure the video game in self-containing parts. At least, there should 
be one act in the video game, but normally, there will be several. During 
the design of the acts diagram, the designer has only a sketchy idea 
about how the video game will be, so the scenarios, characters, dialogs, 
etc. are not completely defined. In the same way, based on this, edu-
cators could think about how to balance the educational competences 
they want to achieve between the different acts, which will be later 
specified in the scenes diagram of each act. The Transitions help defining 
how the player can navigate the acts, specifying a source act and a target 
one. Therefore, there will be an initial act and one or more final acts in 
the video game, and a sequence from the opening to the ending acts, 
moving through intermediate ones defined by transitions. As it happens 
in UML, Synchronization is a specialization of Act class used to syn-
chronize several acts. This synchronization means that all the acts must 
be completed before the flow of the story can continue. Moreover, one or 
more Conditions could be required in order to perform a transition. 
Conditions can be expressed using the language for the formal descrip-
tion of expressions in UML (OCL) although also using natural language 
or other language previously agreed by the stakeholders. 

Graphical notation: The graphical notation is borrowed from the UML 
Activity diagram. In Table 1 we define the mapping between UML Ac-
tivity diagram elements (Activity, transition, Fork & Join, etc.) and the 
Acts metamodel elements (Act, Transition, etc.). Thus, for each element 
of the acts diagram (first column) a graphic representation is provided 
(last column). This notation is based on the activity diagram of UML 
(second column). However, the UML terms have been changed to adapt 

Fig. 3. Metamodel of an acts diagram.  

Table 1 
Graphical notation of the acts diagram.  

Element in the 
acts diagram 

Base UML 
element 

Adaptation of UML Graphic 
representation 

Act Activity 
diagrams → 
Activity 

Simplification: An act is 
an Activity node fused 
with its Activity edge 
Name change: The 
union of Activity node 
plus Activity edge has 
been renamed as Act 

Synchronization Activity 
diagrams → 
Control nodes 
→ Fork and 
Join nodes 

Name change: Fork and 
join nodes has been 
renamed as 
Synchronization 
Simplification: 
Simultaneity is not 
required 

Condition Activity 
diagrams → 
Control nodes 
→ Merge node 

Name change: Merge 
nodes has been 
renamed as Condition 

Final/Initial Activity 
diagrams → 
Control nodes 
→ Final node/ 
Initial node 

None 

Transition Activity 
diagrams → 
Control flow 

Name change: Control 
flow has been renamed 
as Transition 
Simplification: 
Behaviors ‘selection’, 
‘transformation’ and 
‘pin’ have been 
eliminated 
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them to the vocabulary of the game world (third column). Additionally, 
several elements have required extending or simplifying the corre-
sponding original UML definition in order to adapt it to the needs of the 
design of adventure-based educational video games (third column). 
Thus, the second column shows the original UML element which has 
served as a basis for defining the proposed graphic notation whereas that 
the third column describes the adaptation performed in each case. For 
example, the act is simplified since only the activity node is used (fusing 
it with the activity edge for the sake of simplicity) and the transition has 
been also simplified, by removing some behaviours as the use of pins, 
since these are directly linked to the management of objects, in this case, 
the flow of objects. In addition, fork and join nodes have been renamed 
as “Synchronization” and the meaning of this element has been relaxed 
since concurrence is not required. This means that the acts entering in 
the Synchronization bar must all occur before advancing, but they will 
not occur simultaneously (unless it is a multiplayer game this would not 
be possible). 

In addition, there is a supplementary table associated with the acts 
diagram. It has two columns: the first one indicates the name of each act 
of the game, and the second one shows a brief description of it. In this 
supplementary table, educators could include notes (in natural lan-
guage) on the pedagogical approach, the competences and the educa-
tional contents that will be worked within each act. 

3.2.2. Acts diagram in Uranus 
According to the metamodel, the diagram in Fig. 4 shows that Uranus 

game is composed of nine acts. The initial act (Introduction) and the final 
act (The end) are annotated, respectively, with the initial and final UML 
nodes. Once the third act (Time warp) has been completed, the player can 
choose a mission to perform, travelling back in time to Egypt, Greece, 
Rome or Granada. Then, he/she must choose another one and so on. 
Once all these mini-stories are completed (synchronization requires that 
all acts delimited between the two bars be performed), the player can 
move on to Back to the Alhambra act before the final act. 

This visual representation facilitates the understanding between 
designers and educators, providing a mental model of the game at a high 
level of abstraction on which both can discuss. In addition, on this basis, 
educators can decide, for example, to work more deeply on critical 
comprehension and meta-comprehension in the last two acts, while 
inferential comprehension skills are practiced mainly in the four central 
acts (these and other considerations will be noted in the supplementary 
table). 

3.3. Scenes diagrams 

The scenes diagrams represent the complete story of each act, i.e. as 
in theatre plays, there will be a presentation, development and 
denouement scenes for each act. In order to facilitate the complex task of 
designing the scenes, the concept of sequence is introduced. A sequence 
is a set of scenes which must take place in a predefined order. The se-
quences can be ‘navigated’ by the player in different ways, depending on 
the defined conditions and synchronizations. For the sake of clarity, the 
metamodel has been separated in two UML class diagrams in Fig. 5. An 
scenes diagram is very similar to an acts diagram in its structure; 
consequently, it will also be represented using an adaptation of the UML 
Activity diagram. 

3.3.1. Metamodel of the scenes diagram 
The following metamodel (divided in two parts: Fig. 5 left and Fig. 5 

right) describes the elements present in the scenes diagrams, and their 
relations. 

Semantic: Each Act is divided into Sequences, which subdivide the 
scenes diagram, and every one of these is composed of Scenes. So every 
act must have at least one sequence and this, in turn, must have at least 
one scene. A scene will include a series of actions that are performed by a 
set of characters on one or more scenarios (the scenarios and characters 
involved in each scene will be defined in a supplementary table). Actions 
will be described in the actions diagram for each scene. Conceptually, a 
sequence has the same elements as an act in the acts diagram (as it can 
be seen in Fig. 5 left), also sharing the same syntax and graphical no-
tations. With regard to scenes, a Transition involves a change of one 
scene to another, following the defined sequence. A Condition can be 
associated with a transition as a premise to change the scene. Educational 
competences represent a set of skills and attitudes in a particular context 
or concrete curriculum. For example, the Spanish education system 
defines eight basic competences [51], some of which are: linguistic 
communicative competence, cultural and artistic competence or math-
ematical competence among others. Every scene can be associated with 
one or more educational competences. However the aim is not to define 
the concrete educational challenges, but just to analyze the number of 
competences, so that the team of pedagogical experts can distribute the 
educational work among the different scenes. 

Graphical notation: Table 2 shows the representation of all the ele-
ments of the scenes diagram (Fig. 5), which is based on the UML Activity 
diagram. Some components have been modified from the original UML 

Fig. 4. Acts diagram in Uranus.  
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(similar to how it was done with the acts diagram). In addition, as stated, 
two new elements are added: Sequence and Educational competence. The 
first one is represented as a box with dashed line border, whereas the 
educational competence is represented as a UML note because it is an 
element that is easily associated with any activity. Finally, an additional 
notation has been added to mark those scenes that are not mandatory to 
move from this scene to the following one (which is very common in 
video games: scenes that may not be played because they are not 
essential to advance in the game). These scenes have been called 
Optional scenes. 

The most interesting from an educational point of view is that edu-
cators can connect educational competencies with scenes on this dia-
gram. This is possible since the proposed graphic representation 
facilitates the understanding of the structure of scenes of the game and it 
will be also important for the designers, who can obtain a fairly specific 
idea of the educational purposes pursued in each scene. This does not 
mean that it is not possible to design purely playful scenes. 

Finally, the scenes diagram has associated a supplementary table 
with four columns containing descriptions of the act’s scenes in natural 
language (which may be accompanied by sketches and images): the first 
column defines the scene, the second column details the scenarios where 
the scene is elapsed, the third column shows the main characters present 
in the scene and the four column serves to provide information on the 
educational competencies that will be worked in the scene. There is a 
supplementary table for each act and an entry in the table for each scene 
in the act. 

3.3.2. Scenes diagram in Uranus 
The diagram in Fig. 6 shows the scenes of the Rome act in Uranus 

game, where there are five sequences grouping the scenes. Sequence 3 
was detailed in other diagram due to its high number of scenes. As 
shown in the first scene of Sequence 2, the boy (our character/avatar in 
the game) arrives at a prison (S2.1 - Arrive to prison) where he meet to 
Julius Caesar (S2.2 - Visit Julio Caesar in prison). In this second scene, the 
design team (advised by educators) labeled the educational compe-
tencies: LC1 (literal comprehension - ability to identify specific data in 
texts), IC1 (inferential comprehension - ability to infer non-explicit 
content by applying deduction) and GC14 (global comprehension - 
ability to understand discontinuous texts (i.e. tables, graphs, maps, im-
ages, etc.). The complete list of competences used in Uranus can be 
consulted in the competences’ document3 (in Spanish). 

Fig. 5. Metamodel of a scenes diagram: relationship act-sequence and sequence-sequence (left); relationship sequence-scene and scene-scene (right).  

Table 2 
Graphical notation of scenes diagram.  

Element in the 
scenes diagram 

Base UML 
element 

Adaptation of UML Graphic 
representation 

Scene Activity 
diagrams → 
Activity 

Simplification: An scene 
is an Activity node 
fused with its Activity 
edge 
Name change: The 
union of Activity node 
plus Activity edge has 
been renamed as Scene 

Optional scene Activity 
diagrams → 
Activity 

The same simplification 
and name change done 
for the Scene. 
Extension: The symbol 
“O” is placed in the 
upper left corner to 
indicate optionality. 

Sequence None Extension: Sequence is a 
new element (not 
included in the original 
UML) 

Educational 
competence 

UML note Extension: Using UML 
note to specify an 
educational 
competence 

Synchronization Activity 
diagrams → 
Control nodes 
→ Fork and 
Join nodes 

Simplification: 
Simultaneity is not 
required 
Name change: Fork and 
join nodes has been 
renamed as 
Synchronization 

Condition Activity 
diagrams → 
Control nodes 
→ Merge node 

Name change: Merge 
nodes has been 
renamed as Condition 

Final / Initial Activity 
diagrams → 
Control nodes 
→ Final node/ 
Initial node 

None 

Transition Activity 
diagrams → 
Control flow 

Name change: Control 
flow has been renamed 
as Transition 
Simplification: 
Behaviors ‘selection’, 
‘transformation’ and 
‘pin’ have been 
eliminated 

3 http://bios.ugr.es/~nmedina/competencias.pdf 
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The following three scenes in sequence 2 (which also have associated 
competences) are: the first visit of the avatar to the Senate looking for 
Crassus and Pompey (S2.3); come back to the prison to get evidence that 
the avatar has met Julius Caesar (S2.4); and finally, he returns to the 
Senate with a letter to Crassus and Pompey (S2.5). Then, the sequence 3 
will be executed. 

It is important to note that at this point, educators and designers do 
not have to define how the educational competences are going to work 
within the scene, only that they want to work these skills in that scene. 
However, if they want to point out an idea, they can do so in the cor-
responding supplementary scene table. 

3.4. Scenarios diagrams 

The scenarios diagrams represent the set of virtual places where the 
acts take place. This type of diagram is based on UML state diagrams 
since the change between scenarios is conceptually aligned with the 
change of states. 

3.4.1. Metamodel of the scenarios diagram 
The metamodel shown in Fig. 7 describes the elements present in the 

scenarios diagram of one act and the connections or interdependences 
between them. 

Semantic: A Scenario is the location where an act is played, but there 
may be different scenarios associated with an act. Each scenario is 
composed of interactive and static objects. Each Act is performed in one or 
various scenarios, depending on the transitions (a transition can be 
triggered by a change of scene or for another reason). Thus, a Transition 
implies a change of scenario, and could be associated with one or more 
Conditions, which must be met before this change. Moreover, the tran-
sition could have linked a Cutscene, which can be a kind of effect (for 
example a cinematic) in which the player intervenes little or nothing at 
all or a mini-game where the player moves to another environment 
where he/she must solve a little complex subgame within game. Finally, 

the scenarios of the start or finish of an act are associated with a tran-
sition to the initial and final nodes, respectively. 

Graphical notation: Table 3 shows all the elements of the scenarios 
diagram. There are no new elements. For its part, the Cutscene is rep-
resented as a UML note because it is an element that is easily associated 
with any state. In addition, the Scenario has been simplified by ignoring 
unnecessary elements of the UML state and just considering a UML 
simple state, which has been renamed as scenario. The UML state in-
cludes, for example, composite states and submachine states which 
present a complexity not necessary to model the scenario of a game and, 
consequently, it has been discarded. 

Similarly to the scenes diagrams, the scenarios diagrams have 

Fig. 6. Scenes diagram in Uranus.  

Fig. 7. Metamodel of a scenarios diagram.  
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associated a supplementary table which provides a description of the 
game scenarios using natural language and images. This table has three 
columns: the first one defines the scenario, the second describes the 
existing objects in that scenario, including interactive objects and the 
static objects with semantic relevance, and the third column details the 
functions of each interactive object (how the object is used and what it is 
for). There is a supplementary table for each act and an entry in the table 
for each scenario where that act takes place. 

3.4.2. Scenarios diagram in Uranus 
Fig. 8 shows, as an example, the scenarios diagram of Rome act. This 

diagram includes the required conditions to enable the scenario transi-
tion, and several cutscenes (presented as interactive maps). For example, 
as it is shown in the figure, in order to move from Country estate to Prison, 
a necessary condition is repair the chariot. Subsequently, there is a map 
(cutscene) where the player must select that destination. In addition, the 
scenario Country estate has various interactive objects with different 
functions, which are described in the supplementary scenario table 
associated with the act. For example, one of them is a hammer that can be 
picked up by the avatar, and will serve to get a backrest of an old chair, 
or put the nails to fix the support of the chariot. 

It should be noted that this type of diagram provides a dynamic 
spatial representation of the game easily understood by the design team 
(designers, educators, etc.) and that, like the rest of the diagrams, also 

facilitates communication with the development team. Specifically, this 
type of diagram allows visualizing the spatial dimension of the act, in 
terms of the places where it takes place and the conditions that must be 
met to move between these scenarios. 

3.5. Actions diagrams 

The actions diagrams represent the complete set of actions and in-
teractions which are performed in each scene. This type of diagram is 
based on activity diagrams of UML due to its dynamic character. 

3.5.1. Metamodel of the actions diagram 
The metamodel in Fig. 9 describes the elements present in the actions 

diagram of one scene and the relations between them. 
Semantic: Each Scene is divided into Actions to be performed on it. 

The actions describe the events which are part of that piece of the game 
story. For instance some actions could be: pick up objects, use interac-
tive objects, or talk with a character (a dialogue is a type of action). 
Every action may be associated with one or several Educational chal-
lenges, which are addressed in that action. At the same time, each 
challenge serves to achieve a set of specific Educational competences. An 
educational challenge is any task or educational exercise designed by the 
team of educators that is masked in any action (or dialogue as a type of 
action), and which aims to address some competences of the student’s 
curriculum. In this point, it is essential the collaboration of the teaching 
team and the technical team, since the action must be designed to meet 
the educational challenge in a playful way and in many cases the design 
of the educational challenge implies a redesign of the action and/or vice 
versa. In addition, each educational challenge has a Progress state. Three 
different states of progress are considered: initiating the challenge, 
working the challenge and assessing the challenge. For example, to work 
the empathy in children (a type of educational competence), the scene 
must present a situation (action) where something happens to a third 
person (initiating the challenge) and give the player the option to choose 
between several answers/actions (working the challenge); so that one 
(or several) of the possible alternatives supposes understanding of the 
feelings of that third person in that situation while the others not 
(assessing the challenge). 

Like in the acts diagram, a Transition implies a change of action, and 
Synchronization and Dialogue group are types of actions. Synchronization 
and Condition are analogous to those already described in Section 3.2.1. 
The dialogue group will be described in Section 3.6.1. The Flag implies 

Table 3 
Graphical notation of scenarios diagram.  

Element in the 
scenarios 
diagram 

Base UML 
element 

Adaptation of UML Graphic 
representation 

Scenario State diagrams 
→ Simple state 

Simplification: A scenario 
is a UML simple state 
(UML states are not used) 
Name change: Simple state 
has been renamed as 
Scenario 

Cutscene UML note Extension: Using a UML 
note to specify a cutscene 

Final / Initial State diagrams 
→ Final State / 
Initial State 

None 

Transition State diagrams 
→ Transition 

None 
Condition  

Fig. 8. Scenarios diagram in Uranus.  
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the change of state of one or more variables used to assess conditions. 
For example, it could just mean that a transition is activated, or the 
arising of a new element in the scene (such as a dialog, object or 
character). 

Finally, the progress state of an educational challenge can be defined 
by the progress state of each one of its associated competencies. The 
identifier of an educational competence has three parts: the identifica-
tion code of the competence, the progress state of the competence 
regarding that particular challenge and the identification code of the 
educational challenge. The progress state is labelled as I if the compe-
tence has been initiated in the challenge, W if the competence is being 
worked, A if the competence is being assessed or a combination of these 
states (concatenating the corresponding letters). Fig. 10 shows an 
example where the competence is LC3 (a type of literal comprehension), 
the state is working and assessing and the identifier of the educational 
challenge is 023. Each educational challenge is defined by the set of the 
associated educational competences using the mentioned identification 
system (examples are shown in Fig. 11). 

Graphical notation: Table 4 shows all the components of the actions 
diagram. The elements Action, Synchronization, Condition, Final and 
initial node and Transition are based on the similar elements of the UML 
Activity diagram and there is a new element named Educational chal-
lenge. The educational challenge, as in previous cases, is represented as a 
UML note. Similarly, as in the acts diagram (and the scenes diagram), 
Synchronization, Condition, and Action modify their names with respect 
to UML. The action is simplified and only an activity node is considered 
(activity edge is discarded). Finally, the transition is also simplified 
discarding unnecessary behaviors not needed for the game design (be-
haviors of selection, transformation and pin). Synchronization has also 
been simplified since actions are not required to run in parallel. 

Each actions diagram has associated two supplementary tables, 
where the corresponding actions (supplementary actions table) and the 

educational challenges (supplementary educational challenges table) in 
the scene are respectively described in natural language (pseudo-code, 
formulas, etc. can be also used). In the educational challenges table, the 
challenges included in the scene are described in terms of purpose, 
methodology and evaluation (no educational model is required). The 
actions table details each action in the actions diagram. If the action has 
associated one or more educational challenges, the way in which the 
action develops each educational challenge will also be specified. For 
example, if the educational challenge is to make a sum, and the action 
requires the player to stack blocks with this purpose, it will be specified 
that the relationship of the action with the challenge is produced by 
adding the blocks until a given number (the sum) is achieved. If the 
action has associated one or more flags, each flag is described indicating 
the value before and after executing the action. For example, if an action 
involves obtaining an object that is required for a global challenge, a flag 
will indicate that the player has already achieved that object so that this 
requisite can be verified in another action where that global challenge is 
continued. 

3.5.2. Actions diagram in Uranus 
The actions diagram of the scene Repair chariot is shown in Fig. 11 as 

an example. It represents the actions and the educational challenges 
associated with this scene. For example, when the avatar dialogue with 
an ancient (Dialogue with the old man), the competence LC1 (described in 
Section 3.3.2) associated with the challenge 002 is started (LC1.I.002). 
This challenge (LC1.002) is worked during several actions (for example, 
Collect nails) and it is not evaluated (as you can see with the state = A) 
until the action Tie up the horses (LC1.A.002) where the player completes 
the reparation, showing that he/she has understood the instructions 
provided by the elder (literal comprehension). 

The labeling of educational challenges and competences permits to 
implement the benefits of the problem-based learning, which the liter-
ature indicates that can be challenging [5]. Students are actively 
immersed performing actions in the game when the educational chal-
lenges are presented, so learners engage in an active cognitive process 
where a challenge does not necessarily provide them all the needed 
information. A challenge can start with an action and be worked during 
several actions and even for several scenes. Flags are used to register the 
achievements of the player and will be used in the action or actions 
where each competence of the challenge is evaluated. In our example, 
the chariot is broken and, in order to repair it, the avatar must perform 
several actions including literal comprehension (LC) (as indicated above 
–LC1) but also inferential comprehension (IC) (for example, the avatar 
must deduce that the wood of the backrest of an old chair serves him/her 
and then use the appropriate tool to extract said backrest – IC2). It is 

Fig. 9. Metamodel of an action diagram.  

Fig. 10. Label for an educational challenge.  
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evident that the interrelation of challenges and actions is a joint work 
where designers and educators must work hand in hand. The supple-
mentary tables, which includes the description of the challenges and 
actions, allows obtaining an overall vision of the educational challenges 
that in the diagram appear distributed along the different actions that 
involve them. 

In addition, it can also be seen in the diagram that there are actions 
that require synchronization, for example, before Place nails it is 
necessary to conduct Place backrest and Collect nails. Moreover, there are 
two actions in the diagram that depend on a condition. Concretely, 
during the action Dialogue with Pajaroto (a bird) if the character selects 
the condition “Did you know …”, the bird flies away. 

3.6. Dialogue diagrams 

The dialogue diagrams allow representing every dialogue in the 
video game. This type of diagram is based on UML sequence diagrams 
which seem to be the most appropriate to represent dialogues since they 
describe message sequences. 

3.6.1. Metamodel of the dialogue diagram 
The metamodel of the dialogue diagrams is presented in Fig. 12. It 

describes the elements present in these diagrams and their relations. 

Semantic. An Actor represents one of the characters participating in 
the dialogue (including the avatar). In the metamodel, the dialogue 
between actors will be represented by Messages, each of which models a 
spoken (or written) intervention of a character (that is, a conversation 
thread). Every actor has associated a sequence of interventions (Inter-
vention_line), which includes all messages of an actor in a concrete dia-
logue; besides, a dialogue has at least two lines of intervention. On the 
other hand, the Fragments are bounded regions within a dialogue that 
carry at least one Condition (loop or alt in UML). Thus, a condition rep-
resents any branch or loop that could happen in certain conversation 
between characters. For example, a fragment with an alt condition is 
used to model when the avatar has several possible answer options to a 
question asked by another character and depending on the answer 
chosen by the avatar, the other character tells him/her one thing or 
another. A fragment with a loop condition is used when a sequence of 
messages is repeated until a valid response is obtained. The dialogues 
can be grouped if they involve the same actors (Dialogue_group). A very 
typical way of grouping dialogues is to represent the menu of the di-
alogues, where the player can to choose between several options of 
dialogue with a concrete character. Finally, Educational challenges may 
be associated with the messages. This will allow specifying the exact 
point in the conversation where the educational competences are 
addressed. 

Fig. 11. Actions diagram in Uranus.  
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Graphical notation. Table 5 shows all the components of the dialogue 
diagrams. As in previous cases, UML notes are used with a different 
purpose for which they were created, namely to label educational 
challenges. Intervention line is conceptually similar to the UML life line. 
UML messages are also simplified, being used only one kind of message 
(synchronous message). UML messages as asynchronous messages or 
lost messages are options that would not make sense in a video game. 

Finally, each dialogue diagram has associated a supplementary 
message table where the first column identifies each message of a dia-
logue, the second column shows the complete text of the message and 
the third column details the associated educational challenge if it exists 
(or the associated challenges if there are several of them). In order to 
improve the readability of the dialogue diagram, the messages are only 
shown completely in the diagram if they are short, otherwise only the 
beginning of the message is shown in the diagram and it must be 
searched in the supplementary message table to obtain the complete 
text. 

3.6.2. Dialogue diagram in Uranus 
An example of dialogue diagram is shown in Fig. 13 (Dialogue with old 

man). The diagram represents a dialogue group between the avatar and 
the old man. First, there is one dialogue where five messages are 
exchanged. Then, there are three dialog-groups grouped with a loop 
where if the option “Thanks for everything” is chosen, the avatar will 
finish the dialogue. Inside the loop, three fragments can be seen; each 
one with three conditions (alt), so depending on the option chosen by 
the player, one branch or another will be followed. 

On the other hand, in the second fragment (alt=”How to repair…”), 

the old man explains to the boy how to repair the chariot and an 
educational challenge is associated. In this challenge, the educational 
competence (LC1 - Literal Comprehension of data) is initiated and, as it 
was explained, it will be assessed when the avatar finish repairing the 
chariot. 

It is necessary to emphasize that the narrative of the game is a very 
important educational resource, which is often used to integrate the 
challenges. The dialogue diagrams have the aim to provide educators 
and designers with a graphic language to specify the educational chal-
lenges and their work/evaluation in specific points of the dialogues. 
Complementary, the supplementary table makes it possible to specify 
any additional detail about a challenge initiated, worked or evaluated in 
a point of a dialogue (that is, in a message) using a no technical 
language. 

4. Method 

In this section, it is described a validation experience which was 
conducted with educators and computer engineering students in order 
to test the value of the proposed graphic notation to design adventure- 
based educational games. 

4.1. Research questions 

In this evaluation we address the research question 3: Are our dia-
grams understandable and usable for computer engineers and educa-
tors? and the research question 4: Does our approach present benefits (in 
terms of understanding and usability) against other UML-based nota-
tions to model educational video games? To answer the question 4, it has 
been decided to compare the proposal presented in this article with 
other two proposals that include UML-based graphic notations to design 
video games. In accordance with the analysis in the related works sec-
tion, the notations proposed by Cooper and Longstreet [10], and Taylor 
et al. [53] were chosen since they also use UML graphical notations and, 
although the approach is not exactly the same as ours, both proposals 
permit to represent the flow inside the scenes (as in our proposal). Thus 
the three proposals will be presented to the participants during the 
experiment (as explained below). 

4.2. Participants 

The sample included computer science students and educators to 
check its validity for both profiles (technical and non-technical). Spe-
cifically, the population of the experiment comprised eight educators 
from three Spanish schools (Sagrada Familia, Sagrado Corazón and IES 
José María Infantes) at Utrera (Sevilla, Spain), and twelve students of 
Computer Engineering (second course) from the University of Granada, 
in Spain. The whole group included nine woman and eleven men, with 
an average age of twenty-seven years old. 

4.3. Materials 

Three different graphical representations of a part of the Uranus 
game were presented to the participants, one for each proposal. The 
materials used are available at the experiment’s document4. Different 
scenes was chosen to avoid that the participants become familiar with a 
scene of the game. All the selected scenes belong to the Rome mini-story, 
one of the most complete and with more educational challenges in the 
game. Following our proposal, the acts diagram representing the com-
plete structure of the game (nine acts) and the actions diagram of the 
scene “Repair chariot” (fifteen scenes and four educational challenges) 
were modelled. In addition, the supplementary table with the educa-
tional challenges in this scene was provided to the participants. 

Table 4 
Graphical notation of actions diagram.  

Element in the 
actions diagram 

Base UML 
element 

Adaptation of UML Graphic 
representation 

Action Activity 
diagrams → 
Activity 

Simplification: An 
action is an Activity 
node (activity edge is 
eliminated) 
Name change: Activity 
node is renamed as 
Action 
Comment: 
Dialogue_Group is 
represented as an 
action 

Educational 
challenge 

UML note Extension: Using UML 
note to specify an 
educational challenge 

Synchronization Activity 
diagrams → 
Control 
nodes → Fork 
and Join 
nodes 

Simplification: 
Simultaneity is not 
required 
Name change: Fork 
and Join nodes has 
been rename as 
Synchronization 

Condition Activity 
diagrams → 
Control 
nodes → 
Merge node 

Name change: Merge 
nodes has been 
renamed as Condition 

Final / Initial Activity 
diagrams → 
Control 
nodes → Final 
node/Initial 
node 

None 

Transition Activity 
diagrams → 
Control flow 

Simplification: 
behaviors of 
selection, 
transformation and 
pin have been 
eliminated 

4 http://bios.ugr.es/~rprieto/gsg/questionnaire.pdf 
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Applying the proposal by Cooper and Longstreet, a use case diagram 
representing the structure of the game (thirteen nodes) and a table with 
the description of the educational challenges were provided. In the 
table, real screenshots of the game instead of a storyboard were used. 
Due to the way in which the educational challenges of Cooper and 

Longstreet’s proposal are represented, it was necessary to select a scene 
with few educative challenges (only one, “Arrive to prison”) to reduce 
the size of the representation. Similarly, the global diagram of the game 
with the representation of Cooper and Logstreet could not show the 
whole story of the game for becoming unapproachable for the 

Fig. 12. Metamodel of a dialogue diagram.  

Table 5 
Graphical notation of dialogue diagram.  

Element in the dialogue diagram Base UML element Adaptation of UML Graphic representation 

Actor Sequence diagrams → Actor None 

Educational challenge UML note Extension: Using UML note to specify an educational challenge 

Intervention line Sequence diagrams → Life line Name change: Life line has been renamed as Intervention_line 

Message Sequence diagrams → Message Simplification: There is only one kind of message (synchronous) 

Fragment Condition loop Sequence diagrams → Combined fragment (loop) None 

alt Sequence diagrams → Combined fragment (alt) None 
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experiment, so only a part was represented. Finally, the proposal by 
Taylor et al. was adapted to include educational challenges in the 
pseudocode used to represent the interactions since originally it does not 
have explicitly said concept. Following this proposal (with the 
mentioned modification), a game-flow diagram (an adaptation of UML 
use cases) to structure the scene “Visit Julius Caesar in prison” 
(including five nodes and two educational challenges) and the corre-
sponding pseudocode (ten lines) were provided. In this case, the pro-
posal does not include a diagram with the overall structure of the game 
because in their work is not proposed. 

4.4. Procedure 

The validation experience was carried out in person and individually 
with each participant. For each proposal included in the validation, the 
participants received a brief tutorial (approximately ten minutes) and, 
then, they were given the set of design documents generated according 
to the proposal (materials have been described in the previous section). 
Between ten and fifteen minutes were given to analyze each proposal. 
After this process, participants completed a questionnaire about the 
diagrams and complementary resources represented with each proposal 
(approximately ten minutes). Finally, participants answered a usability 
questionnaire comparing the three proposals (approximately ten mi-
nutes more). Therefore, each session took between one and two hours. 
The order in which the proposals were presented to each participant was 

random with the aim of not introducing bias in the results. 

4.5. Questionnaire 

The questionnaire included questions to detect if the participants had 
understood the design of the game represented in each diagram and 
questions to assess how easy and pleasant had been that process. The 
complete survey with all the questions is available at the experiment’s 
document4. The questions were organized in four parts (and are sum-
marized below):  

(1) Personal data: age, gender, previous knowledge in UML (yes/no), 
and frequent game player (yes/no).  

(2) Comprehension test: Five comprehension questions associated 
with each of the three evaluated approaches in order to test user 
comprehension about the design documents created with each 
graphic notation. The aim of these questions was to assess 
whether the surveyed people had correctly understood the game 
elements described by each representation. The questions were 
referred to the structure of the game, the educational challenges 
and the evaluation of these challenges.  

(3) Specific usability: Five opinion questions using a Likert-type scale 
[52] to compare the three proposals in terms of usability. In this 
way, the surveyed people were asked to compare the proposal in 
terms of: assimilation (Q1), comprehension (Q2), ease of use 

Fig. 13. Dialogue diagram in Uranus.  
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(Q3), ability to represent educational challenges (Q4), and ease of 
structuring the game (Q5).  

(4) General usability: Ten Likert-type questions following the System 
Usability Scale [SUS, 17]. So, these ask about: like to use (SUS1), 
unnecessarily complex (SUS2), easy to use (SUS3), need the 
support of technical staff (SUS4), well integrated (SUS5), too 
much inconsistency (SUS6), most people would learn to use 
(SUS7), very cumbersome to use (SUS8), felt very confident 
(SUS9), and needed to learn a lot of things (SUS10). 

4.6. Data analysis 

During the sessions, some informal annotations were made by the 
interviewer, obtaining a very positive impression about the usefulness of 
these UML-based diagrams to communicate the design of the video 
game. Logically, the educators asked more questions during tutorials, 
but none of the participants had problems to perform the experience. 
With the intention of interpreting the obtained numerical data, a 
quantitative analysis was carried out. Therefore, once all the polls had 
been completed, the data was collected, cleaned, filtered and homoge-
nized to conduct the statistical analysis. The obtained result of this 
analysis are presented and commented in the following section. 

4.7. Results 

The results will be detailed and discussed according to the research 
questions (which have been decomposed to facilitate the analysis). The 
interpretation of these results present preliminary evidence about the 
utility of our approach, which shows a better usability and less error- 
proneness than the proposals with which it has been compared.  

(1) Are our diagrams understandable for computer engineers and 
educators? 

Five questions were asked to each participant to check if they un-
derstood the design of the part of the game represented with the pro-
posal’s diagrams (questions can be seen at the experiment’s document4). 
As shown in Fig. 14 (an error implies an incorrect interpretation of the 
provided diagrams), only one user made three mistakes, revealing a 
significant lack of understanding. Fourteen of the twenty respondents 
had no errors. The remaining five participants had only one or two er-
rors. The question with more errors was about the educational compe-
tence worked and assessment in a challenge represented in the actions 
diagram (six of the twenty participants failed this question). This may be 
because the way to label educational challenges is a bit complicated and 
it may require more training. Even so, from these results, we can say that 

our proposal was well understood by computer engineers (computer 
science students, u1 to u12 in the Fig. 14) and the educators (teachers of 
the three mentioned schools, u13 to u20 in the Fig. 14). Nevertheless, 
the number of participants who made mistakes was double in the case of 
educators (four participants failed some question) compared to com-
puter science students (only two participants failed some question). This 
could indicate that in the case of the educational team, since they do not 
have previous knowledge of UML, a more extensive training would be 
necessary. Although even so, in regard to the proposal presented, the 
educators showed a high understanding (mean = 1error/educator); 
which is very positive for us considering that the training last ten mi-
nutes. In addition, it should be noticed that three educators (u15, u16 
and u18) committed 70% of all the errors (7 errors /8 errors in total) 
while the other five educators committed very few errors (only 1 error 
made by u14).  

(2) Does our approach present benefits (in terms of understanding) 
against other UML-based notations to model educational video 
games? 

The first point to remark, on the basis of the statistical study, is that 
the second part (comprehension test) of the survey determines that the 
authors’ proposal presents the least number of errors in the answers 
(Fig. 14). Thus, there have been just 10 errors in the 100 made questions 
(5 questions * 20 surveyed) regarding the interpretation of the authors’ 
proposal. On the other hand, the results of Cooper and Longstreet’s 
model and Taylor’s one have been very similar among them, 24 and 25 
errors respectively. These numbers can be seen in Fig. 14 which shows 
the number of errors for every user regarding each proposal. Moreover, 
as mentioned, the majority of surveys (14/20) answered without any 
error with respect to the authors’ proposal while with the Cooper and 
Longstreet’s proposal only five participants had no errors and with the 
Taylor’s proposal only one participant had no errors. Analyzing the 
questions with more errors, in the case of Cooper and Longstreet, two 
questions accumulated the majority (89%): the structure of the game 
(16/27) and the evaluation of the educational challenges (8/27). Con-
cerning Taylor et al., the question on the structure of the scene repre-
sented by the diagram accumulated the greatest number of errors (14/ 
25); the interpretation errors in other aspects were more distributed. 

If the groups of students and educators are separately analyzed, there 
is an increase in the fail rate of the educators (75%) with respect to 
computer engineering students (55%). This confirms that educators 
require extra training to interpret the UML diagrams with the three 
evaluated proposals.  

(3) Are our diagrams usable for computer engineers and educators? 

Fig. 14. Number of errors in the survey presented to 20 users regarding each proposal.  
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In the third and fourth part of the survey (specific usability and 
general usability) a total of 15 questions were asked using a Likert scale. 
Thus, in order to better visualize and analyze the results, some questions 
whose best response from the point of view of design was ‘1′ in the Likert 
scale have been inverted, so that ‘5′ is always the most positive answer in 
any question now. For all the answers the average has been obtained 
rounding to two decimals. Fig. 15 shows the results, from left to right, of 
the engineering students, the educators and the total sample. The results 
obtained for the authors’ proposal are shown on the left. The five 
questions corresponding to specific usability have been represented as 
Qi, where i is the question number (i ∊ [1, 5]). And the ten questions of 
general usability that belong to [SUS, 17] have been represented as SUSj, 
where j is the question number (j ∊ [1, 10]). Questions can be seen in the 
experiment’s document4. 

The authors’ proposal has been rated as very usable, obtaining an 
average of 4.24/5. The usability average of the students has been 4.33/5 
and the educators’ usability average has been 4.11/5. The most poorly 
rated questions were SUS2, SUS3 y SUS8, referencing unnecessary 
complexity, easy to use and cumbersome to use (even so the obtained 
value was good, 4/5). In comparison, educators have perceived the 
proposition slightly less usable than computer science students. This is 
probably due to the need for further training in some cases; although, 
both for educators and students, the proposal is easy to learn and 
pleasant to use.  

(4) Does the approach present benefits (in terms of usability) against 
other UML-based notations to model educational video games? 

As it can be seen in the Fig. 15, the students have rated as more 
usable the authors’ proposal (4.33/5). The other two proposals have 
obtained similar qualification among them (3.03/5 and 2.80/5), 
although slightly better Cooper and Longstreet’s results. With respect to 
the educators, the results are more similar, especially the proposal of 
Cooper and Longstreet and the authors ’proposal, although the authors’ 
proposal have obtained a better average (4.11 vs 3.70). In the whole 
sample of users, as expected from the two previous graphs, the authors’ 
proposal has been chosen as the most usable. The total averages have 
been: authors’ proposal → 4.24, proposed by Cooper and Longstreet → 
3.30, and approach of Taylor et al. → 2.85. 

Focusing on the five questions about specific usability, there are 
three (Q3: 4.15, Q4: 4.45 and Q5: 4.60) where authors’ proposal show a 
larger difference with respect to Cooper and Longstreet (Q3:3.10, Q4: 
3.00 and Q5: 3.25) and Taylor et al. (Q3: 2.80, Q4: 2.30 and Q5: 2.50). 
These issues referred respectively to ease of use, ability to represent 
educational challenges, and ease of structuring the game. These are very 
positive data in view of the validity of the authors’ proposal. These 
numbers are in agreement with the errors committed by the surveyed. 

The difference is lower for questions Q1 and Q2 (assimilation and un-
derstanding), showing that the three proposals are assimilated and un-
derstood correctly in a similar way. Positive data also since the three 
proposals have been correctly assimilated by technical personnel and 
educators. 

Regarding general usability (SUSj), there is a greater difference be-
tween the authors’ proposal and the other two in SUS1, SUS2, SUS4, 
SUS5, SUS6, SUS9 and SUS10 issues, the results are very favorable for 
the proposal of the authors. Then, the results of the three proposals are 
shown in parentheses, first the authors’ proposal, next Cooper and 
Longstreet, and finally Taylor et al. Questions that refer to preference 
and understanding (SUS1: 4.45 vs 3.20 and 2.65 and SUS2: 3.85 vs 3.20 
and 2.90), the need for technical support (SUS 4: 4.50 vs 3.75 and 3.00), 
integrity and inconsistencies (SUS5: 4.30 vs 3.45 and 2.80, and SUS6: 
4.50 vs 3.20 and 3.10), confident and completeness (SUS9: 4.00 vs 3.00 
and 2.65, and SUS10: 4.05 vs 3.10 and 2.85). However, the comparison 
is more adjusted in SUS3 (ease of use), SUS7 (assimilation) and SUS8 
(cumbersome), especially in the case of educators and with respect to 
the proposal of Cooper and Longstreet, which may be understandable by 
their non-technical profile. 

5. Conclusions and future work 

This paper proposes a graphical notation based on UML to design 
educational games, which is especially suited for video games where the 
story defines the structure of the game. This happens, for instance, with 
the genre of adventure, where the narrative is essential. According to [5] 
(based on [45] and [46], learning cannot occur unless an individual is in 
a mental state of disequilibrium -because the true learning is born of the 
constructive process that takes place during the resolution of the con-
flict-, so the graphic adventure -a constant source of conflicts that the 
player must overcome- is revealed as an very powerful learning 
resource. Thus, a design language to define educational adventure and 
others types of video games based on narrative can be an interesting tool 
that should allow educators, designers and developers to work together. 
Accordingly, the proposed notation is very simple and visual to make it 
easier for educators to understand designers and vice versa. 

In addition, this work presents a set of metamodels to describe and 
structure educational games, formalizing the proposed graphic notation. 
The metamodels are represented by means of UML class diagrams and 
establish the main elements of the game and their interrelations. This 
conceptual effort aims to help the designers and educators to structure 
the game and also to facilitate understanding for non-technical users 
since metamodels define a common game design vocabulary. An added 
advantage of the proposal is that the designers can, if they want it, 
instantiate these metamodels and create their own graphical notations. 

In this respect, the graphical notation proposed in the article is an 

Fig. 15. Specific usability (Q1-Q5) and general usability (SUS1-SUS10). Answers from Students (left), Educators (center) and All the participants (right) are shown.  
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adaptation of the UML standard, which establishes a set of design dia-
grams based on it. The diagrams created following the proposed nota-
tion aim to ensure an easy understanding by both the technical staff and 
the team of educators, following the ideas highlighted in some previous 
studies, such as Cooper and Longstreet [10]. This notation can also be 
crucial to enable the communication between the different actors of the 
stakeholders. The set of proposed diagrams structure the game in acts, 
scenes, scenarios, actions and dialogues and are included in a develop-
ment methodology for educational games [12], although can also be 
applied independently of this methodology. 

In order to show the feasibility and value of the proposal, a real 
educational game, titled Uranus, has been modeled following the pro-
posed methodology and integrating educators in the process of design of 
the game. Thus, the design diagrams of Uranus are described in the paper 
as a proof of concept. In addition, the video game Uranus has been 
successfully finished; with very few required clarifications from the 
video game development team (Greyman Studios Company). Addition-
ally, an experience has been conducted with a group of 20 participants 
including technical (computer sciences students) and pedagogical peo-
ple, who successfully interpreted a set of design diagrams of Uranus 
generated according to the proposal (only 10 errors in 100 compre-
hension questions). In addition, the proposal has been compared with 
two other proposals for game design [10,53]. The obtained results, if 
they are not statistically significant, have been encouraging, since the 
authors’ proposal has been selected by students and educators as the 
most adequate. Thus the authors’ proposal has obtained a smaller 
number of errors in the understanding of the different diagrams and 
supplementary tables. With regard to the other two proposals, the one by 
Cooper and Longstreet has obtained slightly better results, although the 
three proposals have proved sufficiently suitable in certain aspects of 
usability such as ease of use, assimilation or cumbersome. In the us-
ability comparisons, the authors’ proposal has again shown better re-
sults. The main conclusion from the results could be that the educators 
have correctly understood and assimilated the proposal of this paper, 
with a good difference in results with respect to the other proposals. 

Therefore, the main implication of the work falls on the specification 
and documentation phase of the educational video game design. 
Although the proposal also implies a design vocabulary for technical and 
non-technical personnel at a conceptual level and it implies the incre-
mental structuring of the game in acts, scenes, actions, etc. at a meth-
odological level. Regarding to the limitations of the work, the proposal is 
especially suitable for graphic adventures, and may not fit some pecu-
liarities of other genres of video games (games of different genres have 
been modelled with the proposal, but this validation has not been 
extensive [16]. On the other hand, there are a lot of UML diagrams to 
create, which can generate a high workload in complex video games. For 
example, for video games with extensive and rich dialogs, creating all 
dialog diagrams could be tedious. However, in return, the advantages of 
using UML would be obtained. That is, the set of UML-based diagrams 
proposed in this work is a complete documentation of the video game’s 
structure that facilitates the development of the game without ambi-
guity (it is important because the development teams are usually 
different from the design teams) and assists the subsequent evolution of 
the game. However, as it is an incremental approach, designers may 
decide to make some diagrams and others not in each case. Not all di-
agrams are required. Finally, the fact that the proposed notation makes 
an adaptation on the standard UML can generate some confusion for 
expert users of this language. For example, a fork node in a UML diagram 
is a control node that splits a flow into multiple concurrent flows but in 
the proposed diagrams is used to indicate that several acts (scenes or 
actions) can happen in any order, but they must all happen before 
moving forward (which is quite common in video games). These adap-
tations are necessary to fit the special characteristics of video games and 
we hope that the derived limitation could be reduced with adequate user 
manuals and training. 

There are some future work lines open. In the first place, we should 

analyse possible simplifications or modifications in the proposed 
graphical notation from those questions where there have been made 
more misinterpretations during the comprehension tests (reviewing the 
labelling of educational competencies seems to be necessary) and then 
repeat the evaluation experience with a larger number of participants. 
During this second evaluation would also be interesting to increase the 
type and variation of questions in the validation survey in order to 
obtain firmer conclusions. Then, the proposal could be used in the 
design of future video games, by other work teams unfamiliar with the 
proposal. This task was previously carried out with a couple of games 
[16], but a more massive use of the proposal will reinforce our certainty 
about its feasibility. Secondly, since the proposal focuses on the design 
of the complete structure of the game in acts, scenes, etc., it should be 
extended to other facets of the game. Thus, it will be necessary to define 
the graphical notation concerning the design of the sound, gameplay and 
adaptation (to the player); as well as the possibility of including 
collaboration (between players to achieve a goal) and emotions 
(emotional reactions during the game for analysis). Finally, existing 
tools for automatic source code generation from UML diagrams will be 
studied to analyse if it is possible to create a tool to generate some code 
of the video game from the proposed UML-based diagrams. This would 
have a positive impact on development times and encourage video 
games companies, usually reluctant to spend time on UML designs, to 
use the proposal (at least for the most critical or complex parts of their 
educational games). 
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